Press Release - KNUTH at EMO 2015

TURNING AND MILLING FOR ADVANCED USERS –
Servo-conventional machines for high precision and high performance

KNUTH presents a selection of its extensive machining portfolio at the EMO, the world's largest international trade fair for metal working

After the successful introduction of their STAHLWERK Premium Line, KNUTH is ready to raise its standard machine portfolio to a new level. KNUTH expanded its conventional machining portfolio with European designs and many high-tech features. KNUTH, a leading full-range machine tool supplier, will present a well-rounded selection of new machines and proven classics for turning and milling in hall 1, booth B01 at the EMO from October 5 to 10.

New introductions for 2016 include the Meisterturn and Trendturn - both machines fulfill the highest demands in the areas of tool, die and mold construction and also are ideally suited for training and continuing education on an industrial level. Their robust design, high safety standards and intuitive user interface have a proven track record in everyday production environments. Infinitely variable spindle drives provide plenty of torque and are easy to operate. Linear measuring systems plus functions like v-constant and an extensive standard accessory package ensure increased productivity without hurting your budget.

For the servo-conventional milling machine sector, KNUTH presents two impressive models: Servomill® UWF 10 and Servomill® 700. Both milling machines feature large work spaces and servo-conventional drive technology. In step with the EMO motto "Let's build the future", both machines show what the future of conventional turning and milling machines will look like: Easier to operate, more precise, more reliable, and more productive. The benefits of this technology for turning operations are clearly demonstrated in the Servoturn® 410, a conventional lathe featuring the latest technology. Linear guides, mineral-casting frames, and electronic stops set new standards for this sector.

Two CNC machines complete KNUTH's presentation at the EMO 2015:
- The compact machining center X.mill 640 Eco with Siemens 808 CNC and the
- Numturn 320 CNC Lathe, the entry-level model in the KNUTH CNC series for single parts and batch production, featuring the new Siemens 808 D MM, including software for external programming

The complete portfolio will be presented in the new KNUTH catalog, which will be available by the end of October and can be pre-ordered at our booth.


About Knuth Machine Tools

KNUTH Machine Tools is a leading supplier of conventional and CNC-controlled machine tools. The great success of our business is based on highest quality standards, technology innovations, decades of experience and very competitive pricing. Our network of German and international branches and dealer locations ensures worldwide accessibility for our customers at a local level, market-covering presence, expert consultation and prompt service. For detailed information and specifications on our complete portfolio, please browse the KNUTH website at www.knuth.de.
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